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Unfair Wages Endure
KAYIU WONG
Staff Writer
Despite all the progress that
has been made in women’s
rights over the past century,
there is still one measure of inequality that stands out: females
still earn less than males who
work in the same professions.
Over 50 years ago, President
John F. Kennedy passed the
Equal Pay Act of 1963, declaring that it was the end of the
“unconscionable practice of
paying female employees less
wages than male employees for
the same job.” Today, however,
a woman earns only 82 percent
of what a man earns. It does not
sound like the Equal Pay Act
has exactly “paid off,” does it?
According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, women in America are
paid just 77 to 82 cents for every
dollar paid to men and personally,
I find that absurd. A 23 cent difference does not sound like a lot,
but it definitely adds up on a paycheck. Experts say that women
earn less because it is a byproduct
of their choice: choices to work
fewer hours, enter lower paying
majors and occupations or not
negotiate for higher incomes in
the first place. However, the wage
gap is much more than personal
choice; it is unfair and perennial.
Forcing women to apply for higher-paying jobs or to work longer
hours does not solve or justify
why unequal pay is still intact.
Currently, the workplaceequality movement is fighting
Senate to pass the Paycheck
Fairness Act, a comprehensive
bill that strengthens the Equal
Pay Act for modern times. Essentially, it is the next step forward in ending unfair wages. As
a country that stresses the natural importance of freedom and
equality, it is ironic that we are
not stressing those same virtues
to end this economic inequality.
We as women do not deserve
and are tired of receiving the shorter end of the dollar bill in society.

America Falls Short in Global Education
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In past years, the U.S. has been
falling behind the rest of the
world in education. Because
we are a first world country,
our system should be set up to
make the best students in the
world right? However, this is
not the case, as a recent test
has shown that the U.S. is far
behind the rest of the world
in core subjects like Mathematics, Reading and Science.
The Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD), holds a
triennial test for all 15 year
old students around the world
in participating countries. In
2012, 35 countries were ahead
of the U.S. in mathematics.
Other countries showed great
improvement over their scores
from the 2009 Programme for

International Student Assessment
(PISA), but the U.S. showed no
such improvement. In fact, there
was a drop from the 2009 score

of 487 to 481 in Mathematics for the U.S. in 2012. There
was a decrease in the scores of
Reading and Science as well.
America was once leading the
world in education, but now we

are outstripped by countries like
Japan and China. Japan and China are leading scores in the three
subjects. According to recent surveys by the Organization
for Economic Co-Operation and Development
(OECD), in Shanghai and
the rest of China, nine
out of 10 students realize that they are responsible for their futures.
Likewise, in Japan,
high school is not mandatory. A prestigious
high school in Japan requires an entry test to
attend. Because Japanese students know that
without school there is a
high chance they will not be successful, many continue on to high
school. If every student in America were given the option to skip
high school, many would take
it in order to be told what to do.

“It is a picture of educational
stagnation,” said the U.S. Secretary of Education, Arne Duncan
said, “according to the U.S. Department of Education. American
students are standing still while
the rest of the world moves on.
Our scores either dropped or
stayed the same. The other nations
of the world unfortunately do not
have a No Country Left Behind
Act. What they see that Americans do not is the long term goal.”
If we were to push ourselves as
hard as other countries, we could
come back over time. Every year,
more and more funding is taken
out of education, creating difficulties for schools to teach students more effectively. If we wish
to be one of the world’s best, we
can’t baby ourselves or be babied.
There are students who go the extra two miles, but no matter how
far they go it is always possible
for them to take their fates farther.
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Emergency Rooms are for Emergencies Only
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Remember those kids in elementary school who would throw tantrums
if they didn’t get what they wanted?
Teachers would employ a variety of
disciplinary tactics, from giving a
time-out to sending them to the principal’s office. However, despite the
extensive training teachers have to
go through, there have been incidents
in which teachers and schools do not
handle these issues appropriately.
According to Education News,
there have been incidents involving certain special needs kids being
locked in solitary classrooms, given
crayons covered in hot sauce and sent
to emergency rooms for tantrums.
According to Disability Scoop, the
parents of six New York City students are suing the city and the local
Department of Education, claiming
that the schools called ambulances
due to a lack of proper procedures or

staff in place to deal with behavioral outbursts. The parents then received massive bills for ambulance
transport and hospitalization, in addition to spending hours in the ER.
It is true that many schools are
struggling to accommodate students due to factors such as funding cuts, overcrowding and school
closures, but sending “difficult” students to the ER does not seem to be
an adequate solution to the problem.
Teachers are required to participate
in certain credential programs, which
includes child development. The credential programs have separate steps
and guidelines depending on the type
of teaching they are interested in.
Therefore, such well-trained teachers should already have the tools they
need to deal with “problem kids,” and
not have to resort to sending kids to the
ER, regardless of being understaffed.
It is not the ER’s responsibility to deal with misbehavior; it is
the student’s, teachers’ and school’s.

It is not necessary to emphasize how influential media is in
the lives of young adults in the
21st century. Nonetheless, the argument about whether its impact
is positive or negative remains
controversial, especially when
the topic is related to sensitive
subjects such as teen pregnancy.
Both MTV’s “16 and Pregnant”
and its spinoff series “Teen Mom”
have received over three million views after their first debut in
2009. Recently, a study published
in the journal Mass Communication and Society states that high
school students who frequently
watch the shows are more likely
to have unrealistic and fanciful
imaginations of teenage pregnancy. Ironically, another study
released in the same month by the
National Bureau of Economic Research suggests an opposite result.
The research shows that the TV
series has ultimately led to a 5.7
percent reduction in teen pregnancy in 18 months, which is onethird of the overall decline in teen
births in the U.S. during that time.
However, neither criticizing the
shows for glamorizing teen pregnancy nor searching for evidence
to prove that the shows deter teens
solves the problem. Seeking comfort or solutions from reality shows
reflects the lack of communication
between the different generations.
Experienced adults such as parents and teachers should be the
ones who guide the naive teens.
Personally teaching teenagers
about the consequences of impetuous decisions and the importance of self-discipline would be
more effective than leaving the
youth to learn from the mixed
messages that TV shows send.
Teens should at least know adults
will be their main support, helpers and counselors when facing
tough situations, not the television.
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